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Effortlessly Generate An Ever-Growing Stockpile of Keyword Rich Content To Capture Top Rankings And

Get Practically Any Web Page You Want Visited By The Major Search Engines In Mere Days! Let's Take

A Look At Exactly What Blogging Ninja Allows You To Do: Easily input ads into your new blogs to

generate AdSense revenue, affiliate sales using banners or text ads, or promote your main product or

service. New sales and ad revenue are only moments away from entering your bank account! Increase

your chances of capturing top rankings for an always growing amount of blog entries to explode targeted

traffic to your website! Get your pages into the search engines fast so you can start making money from

them as quickly as possible, instead of letting them waste away for months. Save your valuable time

because you no longer have to manually write content to keep your blogs updated. Easily maintain

potentially thousands of blogs in practically any niche without being an expert! Use other peoples

expertise to profit. You don't have to know squat about a market to start a blog and take it over! Post

different author names automatically so each post looks like it's being made by a different person. Make a

big impression on your readers by having your blog look like you have an entire staff managing it! Avoid

the time consuming task of writing content for your blogs. Now, the benefits of blogs are given to you

automatically... So you can spend your time on new and exciting projects! Enjoy automatically updated

content. As soon as new articles or news items from the sources you've selected are published, your blog

is updated! Receive fresh, ready-to-go content for your readers to devour. By adding quality content to

your Blogs, search engine traffic is going to stick around to read your content and click on your ads! Test

out niches to avoid flops and find out if they're profitable. If you can't generate enough traffic or affiliate

sales from a market, then you can get-out before you spend your valuable time creating a product for it!

Use this content as a replacement for your normal entries when youre on vacation or have too much your

plate. Now, youll never lose visitors and sales, when youre enjoying yourself or just too busy. You don't

have to take the time to install Wordpress, or sign-up for other third party blog hosts... It includes its own

blog. Set-up one time for each of your blogs and forget-it. Everything is taken care of for you! Gain control

over your blogs' look and feel to set them apart from the rest. Change the header color, background color,
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site color, and the blog title to your liking. Without editing a lick of HTML code, quickly add 5 outside links

to any website you want from your blogs. This insures that readers and search engines will flood-in to all

of your sites! Upload keywords you want to target rankings for from your personal search tool (Such as

WordTracker or Overture). This means youre going to gradually capture the top search engine terms

youre after, not just leave it up to chance! Post a random number of entries for a more natural feel. You

won't have the same amount of posts each day, which can make it appear like a computer is in control of

your blog. Alert search engine's to suck-up your blog entries and visit website links from your blog by

inputting and automatically pinging a list of ping URL's each time a post is made. Randomly organize your

posts to different categories in the blog - so it mirrors actual human blogging trends. Run CRON jobs -

this means your copy cuts on at pre-defined times each day. And, the content delivery process is fully

automated for each blog and you don't have to touch it again! Grow the most valuable asset a web

business can have... loads of fresh relevant content! You're going to slowly amass a fortune in top

rankings! Plus, so much more!
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